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Co-presence

Along with the presence of the therapist, then, relational depth requires 
the presence of the client: both their expressivity and their receptivity. In 
this respect, we can think of relational depth as a state of co-presence: 
where both clients and therapists are able to receive the other and 
express their genuine being in response (Cooper, 2015). This is illustrated 
in Figure 3.2, where the ‘wordless depths’ of both therapist and client are 
connected in an ongoing, dialogical cycle. As we saw in the example of 
Grace, for instance, the client begins to express her experiences, and the 
therapist, Anne, receives this deeply. She listens, breathes it in, allows it 
to move her. And, from this, the therapist expresses her experiencing in 
response. In Anne’s case, as we have discussed, this is much more non-
verbal than verbal: a felt-response that emanates from deep within 
Anne’s being. Grace, the client, sees Anne’s tears and, rather than block-
ing this out, she receives it, takes it in, allows it to move her. ‘Grace 
continued to look at me and the enormity of her pain was tangible. Then 
her tears came…’. Grace expresses, Anne receives this, expresses her care 
for Grace, Grace receives Anne’s care, moves to touch her…. In this vir-
tuous cycle, Anne and Grace are connected to each other from ‘deep 
within their very souls’. They are both expresser and receiver, seer and 
seen, joined together in a state akin to the affective synchrony that can 
exist between infant and carer (Schore, 2005). In focusing terms, we can 
understand this as a process of co-explication, where both therapist and 
client are connecting with, and expressing, felt-senses right at the very 
edge of their awarenesses. That is, they are stimulating and supporting 
the other in a co-unfurling of their lived experiencing (Cooper & Ikemi, 
2012). We can also liken this to a state of interpersonal flow (Snow, 2010), 
or what might be termed ‘co-flow’, in which the encounter with the other 
itself becomes the context for the flow experience.

Figure 3.2 Co-presence
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